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Abstract. The aim of this retrospective and exploratory study was that the cortical sources of resting state eyes-closed
electroencephalographic (rsEEG) rhythms might reveal different abnormalities in cortical neural synchronization in groups
of patients with mild cognitive impairment due to Alzheimer’s disease (ADMCI) and Parkinson’s disease (PDMCI) as
compared to healthy subjects. Clinical and rsEEG data of 75 ADMCI, 75 PDMCI, and 75 cognitively normal elderly (Nold)
subjects were available in an international archive. Age, gender, and education were carefully matched in the three groups. The
Mini-Mental State Evaluation (MMSE) was matched between the ADMCI and PDMCI groups. Individual alpha frequency
peak (IAF) was used to determine the delta, theta, alpha1, alpha2, and alpha3 frequency band ranges. Fixed beta1, beta2, and
gamma bands were also considered. eLORETA estimated the rsEEG cortical sources. Receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC) classified these sources across individuals. Results showed that compared to the Nold group, the posterior alpha2 and
alpha3 source activities were more abnormal in the ADMCI than the PDMCI group, while the parietal delta source activities
were more abnormal in the PDMCI than the ADMCI group. The parietal delta and alpha sources correlated with MMSE score
and correctly classified the Nold and diseased individuals (area under the ROC = 0.77–0.79). In conclusion, the PDMCI and
ADMCI patients showed different features of cortical neural synchronization at delta and alpha frequencies underpinning
brain arousal and vigilance in the quiet wakefulness. Future prospective cross-validation studies will have to test these rsEEG
markers for clinical applications and drug discovery.
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INTRODUCTION38

Alzheimer’s (AD) and Parkinson’s (PD) diseases39

are the two most common neurodegenerative diseases40

of the brain inducing cognitive impairment, among41

other symptoms, and eventually dementia.42

In the typical manifestation of PD, the disease43

onset is featured by motor symptoms with subtle mild44

cognitive impairment while cognitive disorders can45

be observed soon after the disease onset in the major-46

ity of PD patients [1]. Cognitive deficits progress to47

dementia in up to 60% of PD patients [2–5]. AD and48

PD are due to progressive neurodegenerative patholo-49

gies associated with an abnormal accumulation of50

proteins in the brain (i.e., A�1-42 extracellularly and51

phosphorylated tau protein and �-synuclein intracel-52

lularly), causing axonal dysfunction, neuronal loss,53

and brain atrophy [6]. AD can be detected even in54

the prodromal stage of mild cognitive impairment55

(MCI) using cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and positron56

emission tomography (PET) diagnostic biomarkers57

of A�1-42 and phospho-tau [7].58

Disease monitoring of patients with MCI due to59

AD (ADMCI) and PD (PDMCI) is crucial since they60

have specific pathological causes and lesions and 61

consequently require different treatments. This need 62

boosts the development and validation of enhanced 63

procedures to extract new clinical indexes and 64

biomarkers. [8]. Among other biomarkers, resting 65

state eyes-closed electroencephalographic (rsEEG) 66

rhythms have extensively been studied as markers to 67

assess the neurophysiological correlates of dementia 68

[9–11]. These rsEEG markers are cost-effective, non- 69

invasive, and non-stressful for patients. Although 70

rsEEG rhythms are promising markers for a neu- 71

rophysiological evaluation of the disease status and 72

progression, they may not have an accurate diag- 73

nostic value. Indeed, rsEEG rhythms do not directly 74

reflect the peculiar pathophysiological markers of AD 75

and PD. Rather, they may be part of the topograph- 76

ical markers, according to the definition given by 77

Dubois and colleagues [8]. The topographic mark- 78

ers are not necessarily specific for the PDMCI and 79

ADMCI patients, but they can provide an index of the 80

extent to which ADMCI and PDMCI patients show 81

abnormalities in the structure and function of the 82

brain across the disease progression and therapeutic 83

intervention. 84
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Several studies have investigated rsEEG rhythms85

as candidate topographical markers of AD and PD86

[12–16]. In those rsEEG studies, groups of AD and87

PD patients with dementia (ADD and PDD) were88

contrasted with normal elderly (Nold) subjects as89

controls. Compared to groups of Nold subjects, ADD90

groups showed high power in delta (<4 Hz) and theta91

(4–7 Hz) rhythms in widespread cortical regions [14],92

as well as low power in alpha (8–12 Hz) and/or beta93

(13–20 Hz) rhythms in posterior areas [12–14]. Fur-94

thermore, posterior alpha rhythms were markedly95

reduced in amplitude in ADD patients when com-96

pared with ADMCI subjects, whereas the opposite97

was true for slow EEG frequencies including delta98

and theta rhythms [12–14].99

Furthermore, the PDD groups exhibited a spatial100

widespread slowing of the rsEEG rhythms, as repre-101

sented by high delta and theta power compared to the102

Nold groups [15–24]. Compared with a PD group103

(normal cognition), the PDMCI and PDD groups104

exhibited lower alpha peak frequency, higher global105

delta and theta, and lower alpha and beta power den-106

sity as surrogate markers of the cognitive status [25].107

Moreover, the groups of ADD and PDD patients108

showed different spectral rsEEG markers. An early109

investigation reported similar abnormalities of poste-110

rior delta power in ADD and PDD subjects [26], while111

the delta and the theta power averaged in the whole112

scalp (“global”) were greater in PDD patients than in113

ADD, PD, and Nold individuals [27]. It was posited114

that these effects were related to phosphorylation of115

�-synuclein in the posterior cingulate cortex (hub of116

the default mode network), namely the higher the �-117

synuclein load, the higher the global delta, the lower118

the global alpha power, and the lower the frequency119

alpha peak [28]. Furthermore, previous rsEEG stud-120

ies showed that the global delta power did fluctuate121

over a few minutes more in PDD than ADD patients122

[19, 29–31]. Moreover, the fluctuation of the occipi-123

tal theta and alpha rhythms did characterize 46% of124

the PDD patients while it was negligible in the ADD125

patients [19].126

To enhance the spatial analysis of the rsEEG127

rhythms in dementing disorders, we have recently128

developed and repeatedly applied an approach129

grounded on a freeware named low-resolution brain130

electromagnetic source tomography (LORETA),131

which estimates the rsEEG sources in cortical regions132

of interest (ROIs). LORETA estimation unveiled a133

positive correlation between activities in the pos-134

terior cortical regional sources of low-frequency135

alpha rhythms (8–10.5 Hz) and the global cognitive136

status in Nold, ADMCI, and ADD subjects as a whole 137

group; in contrast, that correlation was negative for 138

occipital cortical sources of the delta rhythms [14, 139

32–34]. Compared to the groups of Nold and ADD 140

subjects, the PPD group exhibited a higher activity in 141

the central delta and posterior theta sources, besides 142

a lower activity in the posterior beta sources [35]. 143

Finally, the parieto-occipital alpha source activity 144

was lower in the ADD than the PDD and Nold groups 145

[35]. These above results showed distinct spatial (e.g., 146

anterior-posterior axis) and frequency features (e.g., 147

delta to alpha) of the rsEEG rhythms associated with 148

PDD and ADD when compared with those reported 149

in physiological aging. However, they did not clar- 150

ify if these features characterize the early stages 151

of the diseases when the interaction of psychoac- 152

tive pharmacological agents and secondary effects of 153

dementia are negligible. 154

Keeping in mind the above considerations, one of 155

the major challenges in the framework of dement- 156

ing disorders is the understanding of the similarities 157

and differences of the neurobiological and neu- 158

rophysiological mechanisms underlying different 159

neurodegenerative diseases such as AD, PD, demen- 160

tia with Lewy body, frontotemporal dementia, etc. 161

Another challenge is the understanding of the effects 162

of the disease progression and pharmacological treat- 163

ment on those particular mechanisms, particularly in 164

the early stages of the diseases. In this vein, the aim of 165

this retrospective and exploratory study was to test the 166

hypothesis that the rsEEG (cortical) sources would 167

disclose differences between groups of ADMCI and 168

PDMCI patients, unveiling the spatial and frequency 169

features of the cortical neural synchronization under- 170

lying brain arousal in the quiet wakefulness. Diverse 171

abnormalities in the rsEEG sources at the group 172

level would unveil different clinical neurophysio- 173

logical mechanisms in the two groups of patients. 174

To evaluate this hypothesis, we estimated and com- 175

pared the rsEEG sources in groups of PDMCI and 176

ADMCI patients matched for cognitive status and 177

demographic variables. A group of Nold subjects was 178

used as a reference control. 179

MATERIALS AND METHODS 180

Subjects 181

In the present retrospective exploratory study, we 182

used the rsEEG data of an international archive, 183

formed by clinical, neuropsychological, and electro- 184

physiological data in 75 Nold, 75 ADMCI, and 75 185
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Table 1
Mean values (±standard error mean, SE) of the demographic and clinical data and results of their statistical comparisons (p < 0.05) in the
groups of normal elderly (Nold) subjects and patients with mild cognitive impairment due to Alzheimer’s disease (ADMCI) and Parkinson’s

disease (PDMCI)

Nold ADMCI PDMCI Statistical analysis

N 75 75 75 –
Age 70.1 70.1 71.2 ANOVA: n.s.

(±0.8 SE) (±0.7 SE) (±0.8 SE)
Gender (M/F) 36/39 34/41 38/37 Kruskal-Wallis: n.s.
Education 10.2 10.9 10.2 ANOVA: n.s.

(±0.5 SE) (±0.5 SE) (±0.6 SE)
MMSE 28.5 25.1 25.7 Kruskal-Wallis:

(±0.1 SE) (±0.3 SE) (±0.3 SE) (Nold > ADMCI, PDMCI)
H = 94.8, p < 0.00001

MMSE, Mini-Mental State Evaluation; M/F, males/females; n.s., not significant (p > 0.05).

PDMCI subjects matched for relevant demographic186

variables. These subjects were recruited outside a187

formal multicenter clinical trial by the following qual-188

ified clinical recording units of the informal European189

PDWAIVE Consortium: University of Rome “La190

Sapienza” (Italy), IRCCS Fatebenefratelli of Brescia191

(Italy); IRCCS SDN of Naples (Italy); IRCCS Oasi192

of Troina (Italy); University of Genova (Italy); Hos-193

pital San Raffaele of Cassino (Italy); IRCCS Hospital194

San Raffaele Pisana of Rome (Italy); University “G.195

d’Annunzio” of Chieti and Pescara (Italy); General196

Hospital of Linz (Austria); Dokuz Eylul University197

(Turkey); Istanbul University (Turkey); and Univer-198

sity of Basel (Switzerland).199

The three groups were carefully matched for age,200

gender, and education. The ADMCI and PDMCI201

groups were also carefully matched for the Mini-202

Mental State Examination (MMSE) score [36].203

Table 1 summarizes the relevant demographic and204

clinical (MMSE score) data of the Nold, ADMCI,205

and PDMCI groups, together with the results of the206

statistical analyses computed to evaluate the pres-207

ence or absence of statistically significant differences208

between the groups for the age (ANOVA), gen-209

der (Kruskal-Wallis test), education (ANOVA), and210

MMSE score (Kruskal-Wallis test). As expected, a211

statistically significant difference was found among212

the Nold and the other two groups for the MMSE213

score (H = 94.8; p < 0.00001). Specifically, there was214

a higher MMSE score in the Nold than the ADMCI215

and PDMCI groups (p < 0.00001). On the contrary,216

a statistically significant difference was found nei-217

ther for the MMSE score between the ADMCI and218

the PDMCI group nor the age, gender, and education219

among the three groups (p > 0.05).220

Local institutional Ethics Committees approved221

the study. All experiments were performed with the222

informed and overt consent of each participant or223

caregiver, in line with the Code of Ethics of the World 224

Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) and 225

the standards established by the local Institutional 226

Review Board. 227

Diagnostic criteria 228

The inclusion criteria for the enrollment of the 229

ADMCI patients were age between 55 and 90 230

years, complaints of memory deficits by the patient 231

(and confirmed by a relative) or a relative, MMSE 232

score ≥24, overall Clinical Dementia Rating [37] 233

score of 0.5, score on the logical memory test [38] 234

of 1.5 standard deviation (SD) lower than the age- 235

adjusted mean, 15-item Geriatric Depression Scale 236

(GDS) [39] score ≤5, modified Hachinski ischemia 237

[40] score ≤4, and at least 5 years of education. The 238

MCI status could be single or multidomain. The sta- 239

tus of ADMCI was based on the positivity to one or 240

more of the following biomarkers: A�1-42/phospho- 241

tau in the CSF, fluorodeoxyglucose PET (FDG-PET) 242

mapping, and structural magnetic resonance imaging 243

[41]. Exclusion criteria were other significant neu- 244

rological, systemic or psychiatric illness, enrolment 245

in a clinical trial with experimental drugs, the use of 246

antidepressant drugs with anticholinergic side effects, 247

high dose of neuroleptics or chronic sedatives or hyp- 248

notics, antiparkinsonian medication, and the use of 249

narcotic analgesics. Of note, the use of cholinesterase 250

inhibitors and memantine was allowed. 251

All ADMCI subjects underwent a battery of 252

neuropsychological tests to evaluate the status of 253

MCI. This battery included neuropsychological 254

tests assessing the general cognitive performance 255

in the domains of memory, language, executive 256

function/attention, and visuoconstruction abilities. 257

Specifically, the tests assessing memory included the 258

delayed recall of Rey figures [42] and/or the delayed 259
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recall of a story [43]. The tests assessing language260

included the 1-min verbal fluency for letters, fruits,261

animals, or car trades [44], and/or the Token test262

[43]. The tests assessing executive function and atten-263

tion included the Trail Making Test Part A and B264

[45]. Finally, the tests assessing visuoconstruction265

included the copy of Rey figures.266

The diagnosis of PD was based on a standard clin-267

ical assessment of tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, and268

postural instability without major cognitive deficits269

for 12 months [46]. As measures of severity of the270

motor disability, the Hoehn and Yahr stage [47], and271

the Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale-III [48]272

for extrapyramidal symptoms, were used. The diag-273

nosis of PDMCI was based on the Diagnostic Criteria274

for Mild Cognitive Impairment in Parkinson’s Dis-275

ease [49]. The inclusion criteria comprised: (1) a276

diagnosis of PD as based on the UK PD Brain Bank277

Criteria [46]; (2) a gradual decline, in the context of278

an established PD, in the cognitive status reported279

by either the patient or informant, or observed by280

the clinicians; (3) cognitive deficits not sufficient to281

interfere significantly with functional independence282

in the activities of the daily life, although slight diffi-283

culties on complex functional tasks may be present.284

On the basis of clinical features and neuroradiological285

findings, the exclusion criteria for PDMCI included286

the following forms of parkinsonism: (1) demen-287

tia with Lewy bodies [50–52], (2) drug-induced288

parkinsonism, (3) cerebrovascular parkinsonism, and289

(4) atypical parkinsonism with absent or minimal290

responses to antiparkinsonian drugs.291

All PDMCI subjects underwent a battery of clin-292

ical scales including the Neuropsychiatric Inventory293

[53], the scale for the assessment of Behavioral and294

Psychological Symptoms of Dementia, the MMSE,295

the Dementia Rating Scale-2 [54], the Epworth296

Sleepiness Scale for estimating subjective sleep dis-297

turbances, and the Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative298

Study for the Activities of Daily Living. All PDMCI299

subjects also underwent a battery of neuropsycho-300

logical tests to evaluate the status of MCI. This301

battery included neuropsychological tests assessing302

the general cognitive performance in the domains of303

memory, language, executive function/attention, and304

visuoconstruction abilities (some of them received305

the CERAD-plus battery).306

All Nold subjects underwent a cognitive screening307

(including MMSE and GDS) as well as physical and308

neurological examinations to exclude any dementia309

or major cognitive deficit. No Nold subject referred310

subjective cognitive impairment. Subjects affected by311

chronic systemic illnesses (e.g., diabetes mellitus) 312

were excluded, as were subjects receiving chronic 313

psychoactive drugs. Subjects with a history of pre- 314

vious or present neurological or psychiatric disease 315

were also excluded. All Nold subjects had a GDS 316

score lower than the threshold of 5 (no depression) or 317

no depression after an interview with a physician or 318

clinical psychologist. 319

EEG recordings 320

EEG data were recorded while the subjects were 321

sitting comfortably with eyes closed in a standard 322

resting state condition (rsEEG). At least 5 min of 323

rsEEG data were recorded (128 Hz or higher sam- 324

pling rate, with a bandpass between 0.01 Hz and 325

100 Hz) from a minimum number of 19 exploring 326

scalp electrodes positioned over the whole scalp 327

according to the 10–20 System (i.e., Fp1, Fp2, F7, 328

F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, 329

T6, O1, and O2; see Fig. 1). More specifically, 18 sub- 330

jects out of 225 were recorded at 128 Hz, 3 subjects at 331

200 Hz, 19 subjects at 250 Hz, 122 subjects at 256 Hz, 332

31 subjects at 500 Hz, 24 subjects at 512 Hz, and 8 333

subjects at 1000 Hz. Linked earlobe reference elec- 334

trode was preferred, but not mandatory to respect the 335

methodological facilities and standard internal proto- 336

cols of the clinical recording units (137 subjects out 337

of 225 subjects were recorded with linked earlobe ref- 338

erence, while the others with cephalic reference). A 339

ground electrode was typically located between the 340

AFz and Fz electrodes, and electrodes impedances 341

were kept below 5 Kohm. Horizontal and vertical 342

electro-oculographic activities (0.3–70 Hz bandpass) 343

were also recorded to monitor blinking and eye move- 344

ments. The EEG recordings were performed, in all 345

subjects, in the late morning to minimize drowsiness. 346

Furthermore, an operator controlled on-line the sub- 347

ject and the EEG traces to keep constant the level of 348

vigilance. 349

Preliminary analysis of the EEG data 350

The recorded rsEEG data were band-passed to 351

avoid aliasing, down-sampled to 128 Hz (when 352

recorded with higher sampling frequency), seg- 353

mented in consecutive 2-s epochs, and analyzed 354

off-line. We rejected the rsEEG epochs associated 355

with operator’s markers indicating drowsiness, ver- 356

bal warnings, eyes opening, arm/hand movements, 357

or other events (e.g., sweat, sway, head movements, 358

etc.) disturbing the EEG recordings. Furthermore, 359
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Fig. 1. Regional normalized eLORETA solutions (mean across subjects) of the rsEEG rhythms relative to a statistical 3-way ANOVA
interaction between the factors Group (Nold, ADMCI, PDMCI), Band (delta, theta, alpha 1, alpha 2, alpha 3, beta 1, beta 2 and gamma),
and ROI (central, frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic). This ANOVA design used the regional normalized eLORETA solutions as
a dependent variable. Subjects’ transition frequency (TF) and individual alpha frequency peak (IAF) were used as covariates. Regional
normalized eLORETA solutions modeled the cortical sources of the rsEEG relative power spectra at the scalp electrodes. These sources
can be considered as a sort of “virtual” intracranial macro-electrodes located on the macro-cortical regions of interest. See the Methods for
a definition of the TF and IAF. Legend: the rectangles indicate the cortical regions and frequency bands in which the eLORETA solutions
presented statistically significant eLORETA patterns as in the following: Nold /= ADMCI /= PDMCI (Duncan post hoc test, p < 0.05).

the rsEEG epochs with ocular (e.g., rapid eye open-360

ing despite the request to maintain the eyes closed),361

muscular, and other types of artifacts were pre-362

liminarily identified by an automatic computerized363

procedure. The rsEEG epochs with sporadic and well-364

shaped blinking artifacts were corrected from the365

EOG activity by an autoregressive method [55]. Two366

independent experimenters, blind to the diagnosis at367

the time of the rsEEG analysis, manually revised368

the rsEEG epochs accepted for further analysis. The369

rsEEG epochs with signs of a sleep intrusion (an370

ongoing increase of theta, K complex, spindles, etc.)371

were rejected. To harmonize the rsEEG data collected372

with different reference electrodes, all artifact-free373

rsEEG epochs were re-referenced to the common374

average for further analysis.375

Spectral analysis of the rsEEG epochs376

A standard digital FFT-based power spectrum anal-377

ysis (Welch technique, Hanning windowing function,378

no phase shift) computed the power density of the 2-379

s rsEEG epochs with 0.5 Hz of frequency resolution.380

This standard FFT procedure was implemented by 381

a home-made software developed under Matlab 6.5 382

(Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). 383

According to a previous study of our group 384

[56], the frequency bands of interest were individ- 385

ually identified based on the following frequency 386

landmarks: the transition frequency (TF) and the 387

individual alpha frequency peak (IAF). In the EEG 388

power density spectrum, the TF marks the transi- 389

tion frequency between the theta and alpha bands, 390

defined as the minimum of the rsEEG power den- 391

sity between 3 and 8 Hz (between the delta and the 392

alpha power peak). Instead, the IAF is defined as the 393

maximum power density peak between 6 and 14 Hz. 394

In precedence, these frequency landmarks were well 395

described by Dr. Wolfgang Klimesch and his work- 396

group [57–59]. 397

The TF and IAF were computed for each subject 398

involved in the study. Based on the TF and IAF, we 399

estimated the frequency band range for each subject 400

as follows: delta from TF -4 Hz to TF -2 Hz, theta 401

from TF -2 Hz to TF, low-frequency alpha band (alpha 402

1 and alpha 2) from TF to IAF, and high-frequency 403
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alpha band (or alpha 3) from IAF to IAF + 2 Hz. The404

other bands were defined based on standard fixed fre-405

quency ranges: beta 1 from 14 to 20 Hz, beta 2 from406

20 to 30 Hz, and gamma from 30 to 40 Hz. The alpha407

1 and alpha 2 bands were computed for each subject408

as follows: alpha 1 from TF to the midpoint of the409

TF-IAF range and alpha 2 from this midpoint to IAF.410

Cortical sources of rsEEG epochs as computed411

by eLORETA412

We used the freeware called “exact LORETA”413

(eLORETA) for the linear estimation of the cortical414

sources activity of rsEEG rhythms [60]. It repre-415

sents the improved version of the previous pieces416

of software called LORETA [61] and standardized417

LORETA [62]. Both standardized LORETA and418

eLORETA showed the same low spatial resolution,419

with zero localization error in the presence of mea-420

surement and biological noise [60, 62]. However,421

eLORETA exhibited a better source location in some422

control parameters [63].423

The present implementation of eLORETA uses424

a head volume conductor model composed of the425

scalp, skull, and brain. In the scalp compartment,426

exploring electrodes can be virtually positioned to427

give EEG data as an input to the source estimation428

[64]. The brain model is based on a realistic cere-429

bral shape taken from a template typically used in the430

neuroimaging studies, namely that of the Montreal431

Neurological Institute (MNI152 template) [65].432

The electrical brain source space is formed by433

6,239 voxels with 5 mm resolution, restricted to cor-434

tical gray matter [66]. An equivalent current dipole is435

located in each voxel. The eLORETA solves the so-436

called EEG inverse problem in the mentioned head437

volume conductor model estimating “neural” current438

density values at any cortical voxel for each frequency439

bin. Input for this regularized inverse estimation [62]440

is the EEG spectral power density computed at all441

virtual scalp electrodes.442

In line with the general low spatial resolution of443

the present EEG methodological approach (i.e., 19444

scalp electrodes), the eLORETA solutions were aver-445

aged across all voxels in a given cortical ROI. The446

following six ROIs were considered: frontal, central,447

parietal, occipital, temporal, and limbic. Table 2 spec-448

ifies the Brodmann areas (BAs) included in any ROI.449

For the present eLORETA cortical source esti-450

mation, a frequency resolution of 0.5 Hz was used,451

namely, the maximum frequency resolution allowed452

by the use of 2-s artifact free EEG epochs. The453

Table 2
Regions of interest (ROIs) used for the estimation of the cortical
sources of the resting state eyes-closed electroencephalographic
(rsEEG) rhythms in the present study. Any ROI is defined by some
Brodmann areas of the cerebral source space in the freeware used in
this study, namely the exact low-resolution brain electromagnetic

source tomography (eLORETA)

Frontal 8, 9, 10, 11, 44, 45, 46, 47
Central 1, 2, 3, 4, 6
Parietal 5, 7, 30, 39, 40, 43
Temporal 20, 21, 22, 37, 38, 41, 42
Occipital 17, 18, 19
Limbic 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36

frequency bands of interest were delta, theta, alpha 1, 454

alpha 2, alpha 3, beta 1, beta 2, and gamma, defined 455

subject-by-subject as described above. 456

Statistical analysis of the eLORETA solutions 457

A statistical session was performed by the commer- 458

cial tool STATISTICA 10 (StatSoft Inc., http://www. 459

statsoft.com) to test the hypothesis that the rsEEG 460

source activity as revealed by eLORETA solutions 461

would differ between the ADMCI and PDMCI groups 462

using the Nold group as a control reference. To this 463

aim, an ANOVA was computed using the regional 464

normalized eLORETA solutions (normalized cur- 465

rent density at all voxels of a given ROI) as a 466

dependent variable (p < 0.05). The ANOVA factors 467

were Group (Nold, ADMCI, PDMCI), Band (delta, 468

theta, alpha 1, alpha 2, alpha 3, beta 1, beta 2, and 469

gamma), and ROI (frontal, central, parietal, occipi- 470

tal, temporal, and limbic). Subjects’ TF and the IAF 471

were used as covariates. Mauchly’s test evaluated 472

the sphericity assumption. The degrees of freedom 473

were corrected by the Greenhouse-Geisser procedure 474

when appropriate. Duncan test was used for post-hoc 475

comparisons (p < 0.05). 476

The planned post-hoc testing also evaluated the 477

above prediction about the differences in the rsEEG 478

source solutions between the ADMCI and PDMCI 479

groups using the Nold group as a control refer- 480

ence. Specifically, we predicted: (i) a statistical 481

3-way interaction effect including the factors Group, 482

ROI, and Band (p < 0.05); (ii) a post-hoc test indi- 483

cating statistically significant differences of the 484

regional normalized eLORETA solutions with the 485

pattern Nold /= ADMCI /= PDMCI (Duncan test, 486

p < 0.05). 487

The above statistical analyses were controlled by 488

the Grubbs test (p < 0.005) for the presence of outliers 489

in the distribution of the eLORETA source solutions. 490

http://www.statsoft.com
http://www.statsoft.com
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Accuracy of the rsEEG source activity in the491

discrimination among the Nold, ADMCI, and492

PDMCI individuals493

The rsEEG sources showing the highest statisti-494

cally significant differences among the three groups495

were used as discriminant (not diagnostic as the496

abnormalities in those sources were not necessarily497

disease-specific) variables for the following clas-498

sification trials: (1) the Nold versus the ADMCI499

individuals; (2) the Nold versus the PDMCI individ-500

uals; and (3) the ADMCI versus PDMCI individuals.501

The correct blind classifications of these rsEEG502

source activities were performed by GraphPad Prism503

software (GraphPad Software, Inc., California, USA)504

for the production of the receiver operating charac-505

teristic (ROC) curves [67]. The following indexes506

measured the classification performance of the above507

binary classification: (1) Sensitivity - measures the508

rate of the positives who were correctly classified as509

positives (i.e., “true positive rate” in the signal detec-510

tion theory); (2) Specificity - measures the rate of511

the negatives (control) who were correctly classified512

as negatives (i.e., “true negative rate” in the signal513

detection theory); (3) Accuracy - the mean between514

the sensitivity and specificity (the amount of subjects515

in the groups was the same); and (4) Area under the516

ROC curve (AUROC) - another standard index of the517

global classification accuracy.518

RESULTS519

Statistical analysis of the EEG cortical sources520

Table 3 reports the mean values of the TF and521

IAF for the three groups (i.e., Nold, ADMCI, and522

PDMCI), together with results of the statistical com-523

parisons between the group pairs (ANOVA). The524

mean TF was 6.0 Hz (±0.1 standard error mean,525

SE) in the Nold subjects, 5.4 Hz (±0.2 SE) in526

the ADMCI subjects, and 5.3 Hz (±0.1 SE) in527

the PDMCI subjects. The mean IAF was 9.3 Hz528

(±0.1 SE) in the Nold subjects, 8.8 Hz (±0.2 SE) 529

in the ADMCI patients, and 8.3 Hz (±0.2 SE) in 530

the PDMCI patients. ANOVAs were computed to 531

evaluate the presence or absence of statistically sig- 532

nificant differences between the three groups for 533

both TF and IAF (p < 0.05). The results showed the 534

following statistically significant effects: (1) the 535

mean TF was greater (F = 7.7, p < 0.0005) in the 536

Nold than the ADMCI (p < 0.005) and PDMCI 537

(p < 0.0005) groups; (2) the mean IAF was greater 538

(F = 11.2, p < 0.00005) in the Nold than the ADMCI 539

(p < 0.01) and PDMCI (p < 0.00005) groups. It was 540

also higher in the ADMCI than the PDMCI group 541

(p < 0.05). 542

Figure 1 shows the grand average of the regional 543

eLORETA solutions for the rsEEG source estimation 544

relative to a statistically significant ANOVA interac- 545

tion effect (F = 11.9; p < 0.00001) among the factors 546

Group (Nold, ADMCI, PDMCI), Band (delta, theta, 547

alpha 1, alpha 2, beta 1, beta 2, gamma), and ROI 548

(frontal, central, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic). 549

The TF and the IAF were used as covariates. In the 550

figure, the eLORETA solutions had the shape of typi- 551

cal rsEEG relative power spectra. Notably, the profile 552

and magnitude of the rsEEG source activity spec- 553

tra in the Nold, ADMCI, PDMCI groups differed 554

across the ROIs, supporting the idea that the scalp 555

EEG rhythms were generated by a distinct pattern of 556

cortical source activity in those groups. The Duncan 557

planned post-hoc testing showed that the discriminant 558

source pattern ADMCI < PDMCI<Nold was fitted by 559

the posterior (i.e., parietal, occipital, temporal, and 560

limbic) alpha 2 and alpha 3 sources (p < 0.05 to 561

p < 0.000001). Compared to the Nold group, these 562

posterior alpha source activities showed an abnor- 563

mal reduction in the ADMCI and PDMCI groups 564

(p < 0.05 to p < 0.000001). Furthermore, they were 565

lower in the ADMCI than the PDMCI group (p < 0.01 566

to p < 0.000001). Of note, 10 ADMCI and 7 PDMCI 567

subjects exhibited an asintotic rsEEG power spec- 568

tra without alpha peak. On the contrary, the pattern 569

PDMCI > ADMCI>Nold was fitted by the parietal 570

Table 3
Mean values (± SE) of the transition frequency (TF) and the individual alpha frequency peak (IAF) of the rsEEG power density spectra for
the three groups (i.e., Nold, ADMCI, PDMCI). The table also reports the p values of the statistical comparisons of these values between the

Nold, ADMCI, PDMCI groups. See the Methods for a definition of the TF and IAF

Nold ADMCI PDMCI Statistical analysis

TF 6.0 (±0.1 SE) 5.4 (±0.2 SE) 5.3 (±0.1 SE) F = 7.7, p < 0.0005
(PDMCI, ADMCI < Nold)

IAF 9.3 (±0.1 SE) 8.8 (±0.2 SE) 8.3 (±0.2 SE) F = 11.2, p < 0.00005
(PDMCI < ADMCI < Nold)
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Table 4
Results of the classification among Nold, ADMCI, and PDMCI individuals based on the rsEEG source activities. These source activities
were those showing statistically significant differences among the three groups in the main statistical analysis (i.e., Nold, ADMCI, PDMCI).
The classification rate is computed by the analysis of the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curve. The table the
classification indexes (Sensitivity, Specificity, Accuracy) for all the rsEEG source activities having a value higher than 0.70 in the AUROC

curves. Highlighted in red type are the best classification results for each rsEEG source of interest

eLORETA source activity Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy AUROC

Nold versus ADMCI
Parietal alpha 2 73.3% 65.3% 69.3% 0.75
Occipital alpha 2 72.0% 68.0% 70.0% 0.77
Limbic alpha 2 77.3% 69.3% 73.3% 0.74
Parietal alpha 3 72.0% 66.7% 69.3% 0.74
Occipital alpha 3 80.0% 58.7% 69.3% 0.74
Limbic alpha 3 73.3% 66.7% 70.0% 0.72
Parietal delta/alpha2 70.7% 74.7% 72.7% 0.79
Parietal delta/alpha 3 69.3% 69.3% 69.3% 0.77

Nold versus PDMCI
Parietal delta 73.3% 68.0% 70.7% 0.76
Parietal delta/alpha2 77.3% 68.0% 72.7% 0.75
Parietal delta/alpha 3 72.0% 73.3% 72.7% 0.77

delta sources (p < 0.05 to p < 0.005). Compared to571

the Nold group, the parietal delta source activities572

pointed to an abnormal increment in the ADMCI and573

PDMCI groups (p < 0.05 to p < 0.005). Furthermore,574

they were greater in the PDMCI than the ADMCI575

group (p < 0.05).576

A control statistical analysis (Grubbs’ test,577

p < 0.005) was performed to verify that the inter-578

group differences in the above nine rsEEG source579

activities (i.e., parietal delta; parietal, occipital,580

temporal, and limbic alpha 2; parietal, occipital, tem-581

poral, and limbic alpha 3) were not merely due to the582

presence of some outliers in the individual eLORETA583

solutions. No outlier was detected (see Fig. 2),584

thus confirming the results of the main statistical585

analysis.586

Correlation between the rsEEG source activity587

and MMSE588

As a first analysis on the clinical relevance of the589

main results, Spearman test evaluated the correlation590

between the above nine rsEEG source activities (i.e.,591

parietal delta; parietal, occipital, temporal, and limbic592

alpha 2; parietal, occipital, temporal, and limbic alpha593

3) and the MMSE score across all Nold, ADMCI,594

and PDMCI individuals as a whole group (p < 0.05).595

A statistically significant negative correlation was596

found between the activity of the parietal delta source597

and the MMSE score (r = –0.18, p < 0.005; Fig. 3).598

The higher the parietal delta source activity, the lower599

the MMSE score. Furthermore, a statistically sig-600

nificant positive correlation was found between the601

activity of the parietal alpha 2 (r = 0.24, p < 0.0005), 602

occipital alpha 2 (r = 0.30, p < 0.000005), temporal 603

alpha 2 (r = 0.17, p < 0.01), limbic alpha 2 (r = 0.23, 604

p < 0.001), the parietal alpha 3 (r = 0.28, p < 0.00001), 605

occipital alpha 3 (r = 0.32, p < 0.000001), temporal 606

alpha 3 (r = 0.19, p < 0.005), limbic alpha 3 (r = 0.26, 607

p < 0.0001). 608

Classification among Nold, ADMCI, and PDMCI 609

individuals based on rsEEG source activity 610

As a second analysis on the clinical relevance of 611

the main results, the above nine rsEEG source activ- 612

ities (i.e., parietal delta; parietal, occipital, temporal, 613

and limbic alpha 2; parietal, occipital, temporal, and 614

limbic alpha 3) served as discriminant input vari- 615

ables for the computation of the AUROC curves. 616

These AUROC curves aimed at indexing the clas- 617

sification accuracy in the discrimination among the 618

Nold, ADMCI, and PDMCI individuals. Additional 619

discriminant variables were obtained by computing 620

the ratio between (1) the parietal delta and alpha 2 621

source activity and (2) the parietal delta and alpha 3 622

source activity. The results were reported in detail in 623

Table 4 and Fig. 4. 624

Regarding the classification of the Nold versus 625

ADMCI subjects, the following 8 rsEEG markers 626

overcome the threshold of 0.7 of the AUROC curve, 627

defined as a “moderate” classification rate (Table 4): 628

parietal alpha 2, occipital alpha 2, limbic alpha 2, 629

parietal alpha 3, occipital alpha 3, limbic alpha 3, pari- 630

etal delta/alpha 2, and parietal delta/alpha 3 source 631

activities. Among these rsEEG markers, the parietal 632
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Fig. 2. Individual values of the eLORETA cortical source activity showing statistically significant (p < 0.05) differences between the Nold,
ADMCI, and PDMCI groups in the main statistical analysis (i.e., parietal delta; parietal, occipital, temporal and limbic alpha2 and alpha 3
sources; see Fig. 1 for the specific rsEEG source activities showing statistical significant results). Noteworthy, the Grubbs’ test showed no
outliers from those individual values of the eLORETA solutions (arbitrary threshold of p < 0.0001).

delta/alpha 2 source activity reached the following633

best classification rate (Fig. 4 top): a sensitivity of634

70.7%, a specificity of 74.7%, an accuracy of 72.7%,635

and 0.79 of the AUROC curve.636

Concerning the classification of the Nold versus637

PDMCI subjects, the following 3 rsEEG markers638

overcome the threshold of 0.7 of the AUROC curve639

(Table 4): parietal delta, parietal delta/alpha 2, and640

parietal delta/alpha 3 source activities. Among these641

rsEEG markers, the parietal delta/alpha 3 eLORETA642

source activities reached the following best classifi-643

cation rate (Fig. 4 bottom): the sensitivity of 72%, the644

specificity of 73.3%, the accuracy of 72.7%, and 0.77645

of the AUROC curve.646

Unfortunately, these rsEEG markers did not pro-647

duce a substantial classification accuracy (>0.7 of the648

AUROC curve) between the ADMCI and PDMCI649

subjects.650

Control analysis651

As previously reported, we defined the frequency652

bands from delta to alpha on an individual basis653

using the TF and IAF as landmarks. This determina-654

tion of the individual frequency bands allowed taking655

into account the fact that the mean IAF was slower656

in frequency: (i) in the current ADMCI (8.8 Hz)657

and PDMCI (8.3 Hz) groups than the Nold (9.3 Hz)658

group and (ii) in the PDMCI than the ADMCI659

group. The impact of this methodological option660

was tested with a control analysis aimed at eval-661

uating the difference of the rsEEG source activity662

(eLORETA solutions) among the Nold, ADMCI, and663

PDMCI groups using standard fixed frequency bands. 664

The procedure is reported in the following. Firstly, 665

we selected the standard fixed frequency bands in 666

line with previous field studies of our research 667

group [14, 32–35], namely delta (2–4 Hz), theta 668

(4–8 Hz), alpha1 (8.5–10 Hz), alpha2 (10.5–13 Hz), 669

beta1 (13.5–20 Hz), beta2 (20–30 Hz), and gamma 670

(30–40 Hz). Secondly, eLORETA solutions using the 671

following fixed frequency bands were computed. 672

Thirdly, an ANOVA was computed using the regional 673

normalized eLORETA solutions as a dependent vari- 674

able (p < 0.05). The ANOVA factors were Group 675

(Nold, ADMCI, PDMCI), Band (delta, theta, alpha 676

1, alpha 2, alpha 3, beta 1, beta 2, and gamma), 677

and ROI (frontal, central, parietal, occipital, tempo- 678

ral, and limbic). Results of this analysis are reported 679

in Fig. 5 illustrating a statistically significant ANOVA 680

interaction effect among the factors Group, Band, 681

and ROI (F = 9.1; p < 0.00001). The Duncan planned 682

post-hoc testing showed that the discriminant source 683

pattern ADMCI < PDMCI<Nold was fitted by the 684

parietal and limbic alpha 2 sources (p < 0.0005). Fur- 685

thermore, these sources were lower in the ADMCI 686

than the PDMCI group (p < 0.01). Moreover, com- 687

pared to the Nold and ADMCI groups, the PDMCI 688

group was characterized by an abnormal increase 689

of the parietal theta sources (p < 0.02). Keeping in 690

mind that the PDMCI group was characterized by a 691

more apparent slowing of the IAF compared to the 692

Nold and ADMCI groups (p < 0.01), a reasonable 693

explanation is that the above abnormal increase of 694

the theta sources in the PDMCI group was due to 695

the frequency slowing of the alpha rhythms. When 696
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Fig. 3. Scatterplots showing the correlation between (eLORETA) source activity of the rsEEG rhythms and the MMSE score in the Nold,
ADMCI, and PDMCI subjects as a whole group. The Spearman test evaluated the hypothesis of a correlation these rsEEG and MMSE
variables (p < 0.05). The r and p values are reported within the diagram.
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Fig. 4. (Top): Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
illustrating the classification of the ADMCI and Nold individu-
als based on the parietal delta/alpha 2 (eLORETA) source activity.
The area under the ROC (AUROC) curve was 0.79 indicating a
moderate classification accuracy of the ADMCI and Nold individ-
uals. (Bottom): ROC curves illustrating the classification of the
PDMCI and Nold individuals based on the parietal delta/alpha 3
(eLORETA) source activity. The AUROC curve was 0.77 indicat-
ing a moderate classification accuracy of the PDMCI and Nold
individuals. Of note, the true positive rate shows the probability of
the correct classification of the MCI subjects (sensitivity), whereas
the false positive rate indicates the probability of the incorrect
classification of the Nold individuals (1-specificity).

this slowing was taken into account by the individual 697

frequency bands (see the main data analysis of this 698

study), the ADMCI group did not show the abnormal 699

increase of the theta sources. The results of the present 700

control analysis lead support to the use of individ- 701

ual frequency bands in the comparison of the rsEEG 702

sources between the present PDMCI and ADMCI 703

groups. 704

DISCUSSION 705

This retrospective and exploratory study on archive 706

data preliminarily tested the hypothesis that the 707

rsEEG source mapping would unveil different spatial 708

and frequency features of the cortical neural synchro- 709

nization in two major neurodegenerative dementing 710

disorders at the prodromal stage of MCI such as 711

ADMCI and PDMCI. To evaluate this exploratory 712

hypothesis, we compared cortical rsEEG sources in 713

two groups of ADMCI and PDMCI patients matched 714

for cognitive status (MMSE score) and demographic 715

variables. Furthermore, a group of Nold subjects 716

served as a control group. An assumption is that 717

diverse abnormalities in the rsEEG sources at the 718

group level would unveil different clinical neurophys- 719

iological mechanisms in the two groups of patients. 720

As a methodological advancement, we defined the 721

frequency bands from delta to alpha on an indi- 722

vidual basis using the TF and IAF as landmarks 723

(see Methods for further details). The individual TF 724

allowed marking the transition between the theta and 725

alpha bands in the individual rsEEG source spectra 726

while IAF did define the transition between the low- 727

and high-frequency sub-bands of the alpha rhythms 728

[56–59]. This determination of the individual fre- 729

quency bands allowed taking into account the fact 730

that on average, the IAF was slower in frequency: (i) 731

in the current ADMCI (8.8 Hz) and PDMCI (8.3 Hz) 732

groups than the Nold (9.3 Hz) group and (ii) in the 733

PDMCI than the ADMCI group. In this case, the use 734

of the standard alpha 1 (8–10/10.5 Hz) and alpha 2 735

(10–12/13 Hz) sub-bands would have produced dif- 736

ferences in the source activity between the ADMCI 737

and PDMCI groups merely due to the slowing of the 738

IAF in the latter group. Of note, the low-frequency 739

alpha (alpha 1 and alpha 2) rhythms would be mainly 740

related to a subject’s global attentional readiness, 741

whereas the high-frequency alpha (alpha 3) rhythms 742

would reflect the oscillation of specific neural sys- 743

tems for the elaboration of sensorimotor or semantic 744

information [57–59]. 745
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Fig. 5. Regional normalized eLORETA solutions (mean across subjects) of the rsEEG rhythms relative to a statistical 3-way ANOVA
interaction between the factors Group (Nold, ADMCI, PDMCI), Band (delta, theta, alpha 1, alpha 2, alpha 3, beta 1, beta 2 and gamma), and
ROI (central, frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal, limbic). The following standard fixed frequency bands were considered: delta (2–4 Hz),
theta (4–8 Hz), alpha1 (8.5–10 Hz), alpha2 (10.5–13 Hz), beta1 (13.5–20 Hz), beta2 (20–30 Hz), and gamma (30–40 Hz). This ANOVA
design used the regional normalized eLORETA solutions as a dependent variable. Legend: the rectangles indicate the cortical regions and
frequency bands in which the eLORETA solutions presented statistically significant eLORETA patterns (Duncan post hoc test, p < 0.05) as
in the following: Nold /= ADMCI /= PDMCI; Nold, ADMCI /= PDMCI.

The rsEEG markers showing differences between746

the Nold, ADMCI, and PDMCI groups747

Compared with the Nold group, the posterior (pari-748

etal, occipital, temporal and limbic) source activity749

of the individual low-frequency alpha (i.e., alpha 2)750

and high-frequency alpha (i.e., alpha 3) rhythms was751

abnormally lower in both the ADMCI and PDMCI752

groups. As a novel finding, this source activity was753

lower in the ADMCI group than the PDMCI group.754

In the same vein, the parietal delta source activity755

showed an interesting difference among those groups.756

About the Nold group, the ADMCI and PDMCI757

groups exhibited an abnormally higher activity in758

those sources. As another novel finding, this source759

activity was greater in the PDMCI group than the760

ADMCI group. Noteworthy, a clinically relevant evi-761

dence was that these source activities exhibited a762

correlation with the MMSE score (roughly reflect-763

ing global cognitive status) across all Nold, ADMCI,764

and PDMCI subjects as a whole population.765

The present results extend to source space and766

individually-determined frequency bands previous767

EEG evidence reported in groups of ADD and PDD 768

patients [15, 16, 20, 68–72]. It has been shown a 769

greater power in the posterior delta and theta rsEEG 770

rhythms in groups of PDD patients when compared 771

with those of ADD individuals [29, 73]. This effect 772

was also described as an occipital “pre-alpha” peak 773

in the rsEEG power spectrum [20]. Furthermore, pre- 774

vious EEG and MEG findings reported a greater 775

power in the delta and theta rhythms and a lower 776

alpha and beta power in groups of PDD than those 777

of non-demented PD patients [15, 16, 74]. However, 778

an increment of the delta and theta power was found 779

in PD patients with no dementia as well, so that these 780

rsEEG features could be partially unspecific in the 781

explanation of the cognitive decline along the dis- 782

ease evolution [35, 75]. Finally, the present findings 783

complement those of Bonanni and colleagues [19] 784

unveiling more fluctuation in the occipital delta and 785

theta rhythms in PDD patients than the ADD individ- 786

uals, even at the MCI stage [71]. 787

What are the neurophysiological mechanisms 788

underlying these rsEEG abnormalities in the groups 789

of ADMCI and PDMCI patients? It can be speculated 790
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that in the quiet wakefulness, the abnormal increase791

in magnitude of cortical delta rhythms is caused by792

an altered interaction between cortical pyramidal793

and thalamic neural populations, which could induce794

a dysfunctional connectivity and partial isolation of795

cortical generators of these rhythms [58, 76, 77]. The796

relationship between such a functional isolation and797

the increase of delta rhythms in AD patients would798

be suggested by a concomitant reduction of regional799

cortical blood perfusion and metabolism [78–86], as800

well as the atrophy of the cortical gray matter and801

the hippocampus [34, 87, 88]. Keeping in mind the802

above data and considerations, the present findings803

in the delta cortical sources would suggest a frontal804

and parietal localization of these abnormalities in805

the early stages of both AD and PD with cognitive806

deficits.807

Concerning the present patients’ abnormalities in808

the posterior alpha sources, we can speculate that they809

reflect an alteration of a complex neurophysiological810

network regulating the cortical arousal, the genera-811

tion of alpha rhythms, and the vigilance in the quiet812

wakefulness [89–91]. In physiological conditions,813

this network controls the interplay of thalamocortical814

high-threshold and relay-mode neurons, GABAergic815

interneurons, and cortical pyramidal cells [89–91].816

The main role of that network may be the produc-817

tion of cycles of excitation and inhibition around818

70–100 ms in thalamic and cortical neurons [89–91].819

During the active processing of sensorimotor infor-820

mation, these cycles might frame perceptual events in821

discrete snapshots and would ensure the selectivity822

of that processing [89–91]. According to that neu-823

rophysiological model, the prominent occipital and824

parietal localization of the alpha abnormalities in the825

present ADMCI and PDMCI subjects would predict826

an alteration of visuospatial attentional processes,827

may be related to altered inputs from cholinergic828

basal forebrain to the visual cortex829

The rsEEG markers showing accurate830

classifications between Nold versus ADMCI and831

PDMCI individuals832

Another clinically relevant evidence of the present833

study was the moderate classification accuracy of834

the individual patients with MCI based on rsEEG835

sources. Here we reported an accuracy (e.g., AUROC836

curve) of 79% in the classification of the Nold837

versus the ADMCI individuals, based on the ratio838

between the parietal delta and alpha 2 source activ-839

ity. Furthermore, the ratio between the parietal delta840

and alpha 3 source activity allowed an accuracy of 841

77% in the classification of the Nold versus the 842

PDMCI individuals. Concerning the classification of 843

Nold versus ADD and PDD individuals, the present 844

discrimination with 77–79% of success was inter- 845

mediate when compared with previous field studies 846

classifying Nold versus ADD and PDD individuals. 847

The discrimination of Nold versus ADD individuals 848

was 94–45%, that of ADMCI versus ADD individu- 849

als was 92–78%, and the conversion from ADMCI 850

to ADD status showed 87–60% of accuracy [13, 851

92–102]. The discrimination of Nold versus PDD 852

individuals was 90–95% [102, 103]. 853

In the present study, the classification accuracy 854

was not substantial between the ADMCI and PDMCI 855

patients. At the present stage of the research, we 856

can only conclude that the present topographical 857

rsEEG markers are able to capture some differ- 858

ences at the group level in specific frequency pattern 859

between ADMCI and PDMCI. Instead, the picture 860

is more complex about the individual level of the 861

analysis. These topographical rsEEG markers are 862

able to detect neurophysiological abnormalities in 863

ADMCI and PDMCI individuals when contrasted to 864

Nold subjects. However, these abnormalities were 865

not so different at the individual level to discrimi- 866

nate across the individuals of the two pathological 867

groups. A tentative explanation of this failure is the 868

relatively high variance of the present rsEEG vari- 869

ables in the ADMCI and PDMCI patients, possibly 870

related to some common neuropathological and clin- 871

ical features in the two neurodegenerative disorders 872

[52]. Regarding the neuropathology factor, not only 873

PDMCI but also ADMCI patients may suffer from 874

some depletion of cerebral tegmental dopamine while 875

individuals of both diseases may show a loss of basal 876

forebrain cholinergic cells and A� neuritic plaques 877

[104]. Noteworthy, an elevated deposition of A� pro- 878

teins in the brain was correlated with indexes of 879

cognitive impairment in PD patients [105]. In the 880

same line, clusters of ADMCI and PDMCI patients 881

can share some progressive impairment of clinical 882

variables such as visuospatial construction, visual 883

conceptual reasoning, visual hallucination, and speed 884

of processing [52, 106], possibly related to an abnor- 885

mal brain cholinergic connectivity [107–110]. 886

Methodological remarks 887

In the interpretation of the present findings, the 888

following methodological limitations should be con- 889

sidered. 890
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First, the relatively small number of the patients in891

the ADMCI and PDMCI groups (N = 75) did not per-892

mit their stratification based on the pharmacological893

regimens (e.g., cholinergic, dopaminergic, serotonin-894

ergic), the severity of dementia and motor symptoms,895

and the disease duration.896

Second, the data were collected in all clinical units897

without a single experimental protocol. As a result,898

some interesting biomarkers, clinical measurements,899

and neuropsychological scores were not available in900

all subjects, e.g., APOE genotyping, DAT scan, and901

ADAS-Cog as a measurement of the global cog-902

nitive status. Indeed, the only measurement of the903

global cognitive status common to all subjects was904

the MMSE score and the evaluation of functioning in905

the daily life activities. The MMSE measurement is906

widely used for the assessment of the global cognitive907

functions in elderly subjects, with special attention to908

the area of memory. However, it may be not equally909

sensitive to global cognitive deficits in all neurode-910

generative dementing disorders.911

Third, the cognitive deficits of the current PDMCI912

group were more heterogeneous than those of the913

ADMCI group were. Indeed, all present ADMCI914

patients showed the amnesic deficit, while the MCI915

status of the current PDMCI patients was related to916

amnesic or non-amnesic deficits. Keeping in mind917

these differences, the results of the present study918

motivate a future research on extended populations of919

ADMCI and PDMCI patients allowing a stratification920

of the patients in the statistical design based on a fine921

manipulation of the clinical and neuropsychological922

features.923

Fourth, the subjects were not given the identical924

instructions in all clinical units, and the experimenters925

did not receive the same qualification training to set926

the environmental conditions for the rsEEG record-927

ing. However, we think that these aspects were minor928

sources of variance as they are very standard in the929

practice of the expert clinical units of the E-DLB and930

PDWAIVE Consortia.931

Fifth, the lack of groups of patients with de-novo932

(i.e., no anti-dementia pharmacological therapy) MCI933

due to AD and PD prevented a better understand-934

ing of the earlier relationships among cortical rsEEG935

rhythms, motor, and cognitive functions.936

Sixth, the rsEEG data were recorded from different937

hardware systems and various recording parame-938

ters (i.e., frequency sampling, antialiasing passband,939

and reference electrode) in the clinical units. To940

mitigate these potential sources of variability, we941

performed the following steps of a centralized and942

well-standardized procedure of data analysis: (i) a 943

common antialiasing bandpass filtering and down- 944

sampling to 128 Hz; (ii) a re-referencing of all rsEEG 945

data to the common average reference; (iii) and a 946

normalization of the eLORETA rsEEG sources to 947

removing the effects of the local amplifier gain and 948

electrode resistance. 949

Seventh, it should be remarked that cognitive 950

abnormalities may appear at different stages in the 951

progression of the AD and PD. The status of MCI 952

could occur at an earlier stage in the AD than the 953

PD (in the PD patients, it typically occurs several 954

years after the manifestation of the characterizing 955

motor symptoms). Unfortunately, the clinical out- 956

come of the two groups is not available for most 957

of the ADMCI and PDMCI patients of this spon- 958

taneous, retrospective multicentric study. Therefore, 959

while most of the ADMCI patients are supposed to 960

develop dementing disorders over time, less clear 961

is the clinical/behavioral outcome in the present 962

PDMCI patients. Keeping in mind this limitation, the 963

results of the present study motivate a future research 964

on populations of ADMCI and PDMCI patients fol- 965

lowed over time to address that issue. 966

Conclusions 967

This retrospective and exploratory study on archive 968

data evaluated the preliminary hypothesis that cor- 969

tical sources of rsEEG rhythms would characterize 970

peculiar neurophysiological mechanisms of brain 971

arousal in ADMCI and PDMCI patients with a 972

main focus on the group level. To test the hypoth- 973

esis, the cortical rsEEG rhythms were analyzed 974

in groups of ADMCI, PDMCI, and Nold sub- 975

jects carefully matched as for age, gender, and 976

education. The MMSE score was also matched 977

between the two groups of the patients. Compared 978

to the Nold group, all patients’ groups exhibited a 979

slower IAF, especially the PDMCI group. Further- 980

more, all patients’ groups showed lower posterior 981

alpha 2 and alpha 3 source activities, especially 982

the ADD group. Finally, they showed higher pari- 983

etal delta source activities, especially the PDD 984

group. As a possible sign of clinical relevance, 985

these rsEEG markers correlated with the MMSE 986

score (i.e., global cognitive status) and allowed mod- 987

erate classification accuracies (about 0-77-0.79%) 988

between the Nold versus diseased individuals with 989

ADMCI and PDMCI. These rsEEG markers were 990

not able to discriminate the ADMCI versus PDMCI 991

individuals. 992
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These preliminary results suggest that ADMCI and993

PDMCI patients might be characterized by different994

spatial and frequency features of the rsEEG sources995

at the group level, possibly reflecting cortical neu-996

ral synchronization underpinning brain arousal in997

quiet wakefulness. The abnormalities of these neu-998

ral synchronization mechanisms can be observed at999

the individual level in those ADMCI and PDMCI1000

patients even if the information lacks specificity for1001

the disease. This limitation does not preclude the1002

possible use of those EEG biomarkers in the clin-1003

ical practice as a reliable differential diagnosis of1004

MCI due to AD and PD can be done by the clinical1005

phenotype (e.g., an early onset of the cognitive over1006

motor deficits would indicate AD and vice versa).1007

Most importantly, the information of the neurophys-1008

iological abnormality at individual level might be1009

of clinical interest for the monitoring of the disease1010

over time. The preliminary results of this study moti-1011

vate future prospective, multi-center studies using a1012

detailed evaluation of the patients’ cognitive status,1013

harmonized EEG hardware systems, and unique data1014

collection protocols. The aim of those studies will be1015

to cross-validate and extend the present results as well1016

as support the following main predictions. Firstly,1017

cortical sources of the rsEEG rhythms would reflect1018

different abnormalities of the core neurophysiolog-1019

ical mechanisms underlying brain arousal in quiet1020

wakefulness and low vigilance in groups of ADMCI1021

and PDMCI patients. Secondly, the mentioned rsEEG1022

markers would be clinically useful in the disease1023

staging of those patients (even if not for differen-1024

tial diagnostic purposes), monitoring over time, and1025

drug discovery. Diagnosis of MCI due to AD or PD1026

being equal, a patient with abnormal rsEEG mark-1027

ers would reflect abnormalities in the brain arousal1028

in quiet wakefulness and be a candidate to a quick1029

progression of the disease and a critical clinical1030

management.1031
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